The foliations studied in this paper have transverse geometry modeled on a homogeneous space G/H with transition functions given by the left action of G. It is shown that the characteristic classes for such a foliation are determined by invariants of a certain flat bundle. This is used to prove that when G is semisimple, the characteristic classes are rigid under smooth deformations, extending work of Brooks, Goldman and Heitsch.
1. Introduction. Let i^be a codimension-g foliation on a manifold M. Then & can be described by a Haefliger cocycle of submersions from open subsets of Af into some model manifold N of dimension q. Transverse geometric structures for J^are obtained by requiring that the transition functions for the cocycle preserve a geometric structure on N. We consider the case of transversely homogeneous (or (G, G///))-foliations; that is where G is a Lie group and H is a closed subgroup, N = G/H and the transition functions are given by the left action of G on G/H.
In this paper we examine the characteristic classes of (G, G///)-foliations by exploiting special properties of the normal bundle v^Foî such a foliation. This is • done by applying the techniques of Kamber and Tondeur [10, 11] to show that the characteristic classes are determined by invariants of certain bundles associated to Our main application is the following
Rigidity
Theorem. Let G be a semisimple Lie group. Then the characteristic classes for (G, G/H)-foliations are rigid under smooth deformations. That is if { J^ } is a smooth family of (G, G/H)-foliations on M, then the characteristic classes of &t (in H *( Af ; R)) are independent of t.
For a discussion of rigid and variable classes we refer the reader to [6] . For examples of nontrivial variable classes see [7, 16] .
A stronger version of this theorem is proved by Brooks and Goldman in [3] for the special case of (PSL(2,R), 5 ^-foliations and extended to the case of (PSL(<7 + 1,R), S "^-foliations by Heitsch (see [8] ). This special case is of interest since there are examples of nontrivial classes in this setting. Another special case of interest is the transversely conformai case, that is (0(q + 1,1), S^j-foliations. For examples of nontrivial characteristic classes in both of these cases see [13] .
The content of this paper can be summarized as follows. §2 contains the definition and some examples of (G, G///)-foliations along with the construction of certain bundles P c Pc associated to a (G, G///)-foliation.
§3 is a brief review of the Kamber-Tondeur construction of characteristic classes for foliations and flat bundles. In §4 the main technical lemma (Lemma 4.1) is proved and used to study framed (G, G//)-foliations. This lemma is then applied in §5 to relate the characteristic classes to the invariants of the pair (Pc, P). The rigidity theorem is proved in §6.
In this paper all manifolds and foliations are Cx and all cohomology groups have real coefficients. When M is a manifold, H*(M) should be thought of as the (deRham) cohomology of the complex ( Q( M ), d ) of smooth forms on Af. Throughout G will denote a Lie group, H c G a closed subgroup and g and t) will denote the corresponding Lie algebras. We set q = dim(G///); thus a (G, G///)-foliation has codimension q.
We would like to express our gratitude to R. Blumenthal, S. Hurder, F. Kamber and P. Tondeur for helpful discussions during the preparation of this paper.
2. Properties of transversely homogeneous foliations. We begin this section with the definition of a transversely homogeneous or (G, G///)-foliation and two important examples. Example 2.2 is simply the foliation of G by cosets of H, while Example 2.3 is that of a foliation transverse to the fibers of a flat G-bundle with fibre G/H. The second half of this section is devoted to giving two alternative descriptions of (G, G///)-foliations which can be used to relate the characteristic classes of a general (G, G///)-foliation to the characteristic classes of foliations as in Examples 2.2 and 2.3. The first of these is used in both [3 and 8] to obtain results on (PSL(<7 +1), S'O-foliations; the second will be used in this paper to study the general case. Here H acts on GL(g/b) by the isotropy representation À: H -» GL(g/b). Since 77*(G) is canonically trivial, v&(G, H) has a standard framing which we denote by sc: G -» GL(k.^(G, //)).
This framing is left invariant so that.^T, G, //) is also canonically framed. P\Ua=fa*(G). The principal //-bundle P -> M is said to be a foliated reduction of the principal normal bundle GY(v!F) since it arises from an //-structure on the model manifold which is preserved by a cocycle. In [11] it is shown that this idea can be expressed in various ways; in particular, a foliated reduction is one that admits a Bott connection -that is, a connection that induces a Bott connection in GY(v^).
It is natural to consider the G-prolongation of P:
(2.2) PG=Px"G.
This can be described easily in terms of the original cocycle as
where (x, g) G Ua X G is identified with (x, gßag) e Uß X G for x e Ua n Uß. The bundle PG is flat since the horizontal foliations on each Ua X G piece together to yield a foliation on PG transverse to the fibres. The //-reduction P C PG can be viewed as a section a: M = P/H -» PG/H. The bundle PG/H is flat with fibre G/H and one can check that the flat foliation pulls back to F under a. This shows that every (G, G///)-foliation is the pull-back of a foliation as in Example 2.2. This idea is used in [3 and 8] to study the characteristic classes of (PSL( 4 + 1,R),RP«)-foliations.
In summary we can view a (G, G///)-foliation as being determined by a flat G-bundle E with fibre G/H together with a section s: M -» E transverse to the fibres, or by a foliated //-reduction P of GL(p^). These two points of view are seen to be equivalent by noting that P can also be thought of as an //-reduction of the principal G bundle PG associated to E. It is this observation which allows us to apply the general machinery of Kamber and Tondeur [10] to study the characteristic classes of !F.
We conclude this section with another description of the pair P c PG. We will use this description to prove the main technical lemma of §4. In [2] , Blumenthal constructs a regular covering M -» Af for which the lifted foliation W on M is defined by a submersion into G/H. Moreover, he shows that the automorphisms of M are given by a certain discrete subgroup T c G so that there is a homomorphism <p: 77,( Af ) -» r c G. Lifting J^to a foliation,#bn the universal cover Af, one obtains a submersion (2.3) /: M -* G/H defining 3-. This map /"turns out to be irx(M)-equivariant with respect to <p. The details of this construction, given in [2] , will not be needed here. In terms of this notation, /*(G) is the foliated //-reduction of GL(^#) = /*(G) X"GL(g/b), and the inclusion of P in Gh(vF) is given by:
The bundle PG can now be written as
which is visibly flat.
3. Background on characteristic classes. The literature contains several equivalent constructions for the characteristic classes of a foliation. For our purposes, the theory developed by Kamber and Tondeur is the most useful since it also produces invariants for foliated reductions and flat bundles. In this section, we will briefly outline their construction to fix some notation. Details can be found in [10 or 11] . Let F be a codimension-g foliation on M with principal normal bundle GY(vF). Using any Bott connection ß in GY(v^F), one obtains the Weil homomorphism
where W(ql(q)) is the quotient of the Weil algebra A(ql(q)*) ® S(ql(q)*) by the ideal generated by symmetric elements of degree > q. We will also write W for this algebra, although in the literature this usually denotes a certain cohomologically equivalent subalgebra.
If j^has a framing s: Af -» GLf^), then one obtains a well-defined characteristic map We begin this section with the main technical lemma which will be used in §5 to study the characteristic map for a (G, G/H)-foliation.
We then apply this lemma directly to the case of framed (G, G/H)-foliations to obtain a diagram which relates the framed classes of such a foliation JHo the flat classes of the flat bundle Pc associated to F. 4.1 Lemma. There exists a mapping \p: W(f))->Ag* of differential graded algebras such that if ¡Fis a (G, G/H)-foliation on M then the diagram
is commutative upon passage to cohomology. Here the foliated H-reduction P of the flat bundle PG associated to Fare as in (2.1) and (2.2) respectively. The map W(X) is obtained from the isotropy representation \: H -* GL(g/í)), and ß is a Bott connection in P with induced connection ß in GL(v¡F).
Proof. Recall that P is also an //-reduction of GL^J^). Thus the left-hand square in the diagram is commutative as it stands by functoriality of induced connections. We need only consider the right-hand portion of the diagram.
We now define the mapping uO; this is done in such a way that the composition Wq -* ^(h^-Ag* gives, in cohomology, the characteristic map for the foliation ^(G, H) of G by cosets of H with its canonical framing. Now the normal frame bundle GL(vF(G, //)) has a foliated //-reduction -n *G (see §2) which is canonically trivial. We identify F(77*G)=GXgX//xi) and let a: g -» b be a linear splitting of the exact sequence 0 -> f) -» g -* g/í) -» 0. Then a determines a left invariant Bott connection cj" in 77 *G by (4.1) coa(g, X, h, Y) = Ad(h-l)(a(X)) + Y.
(For a description of wQ as a covariant derivative see [15] .) The map \p is then defined to be the composition 4>: IF(t))/^)F(77*G)^Ag*, where sc: G -> tt*G is the canonical framing. The image of \p lands in Ag* since coa is left invariant. We remark that the map induced by \p on cohomology is both independent of the choice of splitting a and yields the characteristic homomorphism If G is semisimple, and T is a cocompact discrete subgroup, then #*(fl) "* H*(Y\G) is injective. All of this is of course quite standard. Theorem 4.2 shows that for G semisimple, any class c e H*(W ) which is nontrivial for some //-framed (G, G/H)-foliation must also be nontrivial for some coset foliation ■F(Y, G, H). The latter have been studied extensively [1, 15] .
It is not hard to find framed (G, G/H)-foliations that are not //-framed. One can obtain examples by applying the permanence construction [9] to an //-framed foliation. Suppose that F is an It is shown in [9] that any class a e H*(W ) which is nontrivial for (F, s) gives rise to a whole family of nonvanishing classes for (F', s"). This indicates that from a characteristic class viewpoint, the framed (G, G/H)-foliations are richer than the coset foliations F(G, H). A natural question to ask is whether every class a e H*(W ) which is nontrivial for some framed (G, G///)-foliation can be obtained by permanence from a class which is nontrivial for F(G, H). Unfortunately we have been unable to give a complete answer to this question. We remark however that for many pairs (G, H) examined in the literature, the nontrivial classes îorF(G, H) are already closed under permanence.
5.
Characteristic classes for (G, G///)-fouations. We now use Lemma 4.1 to relate the characteristic classes for a (G, G///)-foliation Flo invariants for its associated flat G-bundle with //-reduction. These invariants are given by homomorphisms (3.6) and (3.7).
Let KH c H be a maximal compact subgroup. We may assume that X(KH) c O(q) (as before, À: H -> GY(q) is isotropy) since in any case X(K") is contained in some conjugate of O(q). The characteristic homomorphism (3. where the second map is given by (3.4) .
To complete the passage to basic elements in the diagram from Lemma 4.1, we must circumvent a technical difficulty. The map \p: W(t))q -* Ag*, defined as s* ° A(w°) for some splitting a: g -» b, need not preserve the operations of KH and its Lie algebra. However, we have the following lemma. 5.1 Lemma. Let a: g -* b be an Aâ-K,requivariant splitting of Q -» b -* g -» g/b -» 0. Then the map \p = s* ° A(o3a), where ua is defined by (4.1), preserves the operations of K" and its Lie algebra on W( b ) " and A g *.
The proof involves tedious but straightfoward computations that will not be presented here.
It is always possible to find a splitting a as in the lemma. Indeed, if y: g -> b is any linear splitting, then we obtain an Ad-ZC^-equivariant splitting by averaging over K" with respect to Haar measure, a(v)=f Ad(k)y(Ad(k-1)v)dk.
These remarks imply the following result. This shows how the characteristic classes for F are determined in a natural way by those for its associated flat G-bundle with H-reduction.
One is tempted to pass to GL(<7) and //-basic elements and obtain the Pontrjagin classes for the normal bundle vF. However, this would require a to be Ad-Hequivariant. In general, such a splitting will not exist and one must require that (G, H) be a reductive pair (see [10] ). (X-f)(Xx,...,Xk_x)=f(X,Xx,...,Xk_x).
These actions enable one to define the relative cohomology H*(q, A, V) for a closed subgroup A c G. These algebraic notions are described in [4] . 
\{P¿.p')
The F/s fit together to form a codimension-(<7 +1) foliation on M X R. This produces bundle isomorphisms between all the F"s and all the F¿'s. We will identify all the F"s with a single //-bundle P and all the P¿'s with a single G-bundle PG. Of course PG carries a 1-parameter family of flat structures. The map A(F¿, P') is induced by the composition Ft: Aa*-*ß(i>c) -» Q(P), taken on /C^-basic elements.
To complete the proof, we will differentiate the family of maps {A(F¿, P')} with respect to / and show that the result is zero. To simplify notation, we consider only the derivative at t = 0. It will be shown that d_ cil k{PG,P<):Hk{z,K")^Hk{M) »o factors through Hk~1(<¡, KH, g*), a relative cohomology with coefficients in the G-module g * (under the contragredient Adjoint action). This trick was first used in the early 70's in the work of the " Russian school" of foliation theory. For a detailed analysis of this idea, we refer the reader to [5 or 14] .
We define a map Var: A*(g*) -» À*~1(g, g*) by
Var(f)(Xx,...,Xk_x)(Y)=f(Xx,...,Xk_x,Y).
Let {ux,... ,w") be a basis for g*. Then the elements of A*_1(g, g*) can be written as sums of terms/® w,, where/e AA~'(g*). We define a map F: AA_1(g, g*) -» ß*(F)by The maps Var and F commute with the differentials. Moreover, Var is compatible with the actions of G and g on Ag* and A(g, g*), and F is compatible with the actions of H and gonA(g, g*) and ß(F). This shows that we have a factoring d_ dt A(F¿, P'):Hk(a, KH)^*Hk-1{Q, K", g*) -Hk(P/K") -Hk(M).
= o
This completes the proof since it is known that when g is semisimple, //*(g, A, g*) = 0 for any closed subgroup A c G. Indeed, it is shown in [4] that H*(ç\, A,V) = 0 for any nontrivial irreducible G-module V and the module g* splits into a direct sum of irreducible modules when g is semisimple.
D We remark that the proof in fact shows rigidity for the characteristic classes of (G, G///)-foliations provided that (G, H) satisfies //*(g, K," g*) = 0. We should note however that this proof fails to generalize the full strength of the Brooks-Goldman and Heitsch results (for (PSL(g + 1,R), S^-foliations) since they show that there are only finitely many possible values for the characteristic classes in these cases. It is natural to conjecture that this is true in general (for G semisimple at least) but we have been unable to prove this.
